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ThnrR(Iay, January 8, 1970

c;:an1pus E*riefs
French Professor
Jack Kolbert, professor of
French at UNM, published three
major reviews in the field of
French literature during
December.
He reviewed Jean Ricardou's
recent "Problemes du Nouveau
Roman" ("Problems of the New
Novel") in ''L'Esprit Createus,"
an internationally distributed
publication of the University of
Kansas.
His reviews of two books were
included in the December issue
oi' "French Review," the most
widely circulated academic
journal of French literature in
the western hemisphere.
The books are L. Clark
Keating's "Andre Mourois" and
the posthumous collection of
Maurois' essays about science,
"Les Illusions." Kolbert is
completing a large-scale
monograph about Maurois.

Building, Central and Stanford.
The projects, conducted under
Michel Pillet, visiting professor
from Paris, will be evaluated by a
visiting design critic, John
Prosser, Jan. 14·15.
Prosser is a practicing architect
in Denver and a member of the
faculty at the University of
Colorado

Thunderbird
The Thunderbird staff will be
meeting in Room 158 of the
Journalism Building Sunday,
(Jan. 11) at 7 p.m. Anyone
interested in working on the
winter issue is invited to come,
Contributions for the winter
issue of the Thunderbird are due
Feb. 15.

Draft Speaker

presentation by UNM's La
Societe du Cinema.
The famous film classic is
scheduled for 7 p.m. in the
Union Theater. Admission is by
season subscription or on a seats
available basis at 50 cents per
person.

GSA
The Graduate Student Council
will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 250C of the Union.

Drawing
David Malutin, graduate
assistant in drawing in the
department of art, has had a
drawing selected for the
Southwestern Artists exhibition
in Tucson.

Trumpet Recital·

Allan Eberhardt, senior music
student from Albuquerque, will
present a trumpet recital Friday
at 8:15 p.m. in the UNM Recital
Hall.
.
His program includes
Architects
Alexandra Pahhmutova's
Final projects by architectural
Concerto, Eugene Bozza's
t;"i'aduate students at UNM will be
Badinage, G.P. Telemann's
Societe de Cinema
displayed from Jan. 16 through
Concerto in F minor and Victor
Buneul's "Exterminating Ewald's Quintet in B·flat minor.
the semester break in the main
hallway of the Architecture Angel" will be this Thursday's
Also playing in the quintet
will be Xavier Fernan!lez,
trumpet; David Frazier,
trombone; Bob Nosset, French
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
horn; and Jeff Nelson, tuba.
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism BuildinG'. Room
Eberhardt will be
Inurn ($1,40) per time run. I! ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
accompanied
by pianist Dennis
Classified AdvertisinG'
hO chances the rate is reduced to 5c
Eppich.
·
UN:M P.O. Box 20
per word and the Jninimum number of
John Phillips, Chief of
Manpower, New Mexico State
Selective Service will speak in the
lobby of Coronado Dormitory
Jan. 8 at 7:30 p.m. He will
answer questions concerning the
draft.

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mnst be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

Dl:JADLINE for insertinG' classified 3 :30
]..,n.-will go in next day's Lobo.
l:'?.nd nnd Sun in OLD TOWN is your
lllad<!Uarwrs for groovy Leather Pant.,
'!'iringc J nckcts, Io,ringc Vesta, nnd
l'nnge Handbags. 243-7909.
S!~NIOR-Be aure to have your class picture taken for the :Mirage. No chnrget!!rec poses, threa prints. Pictures taken
tJt UNM Photo Service, Call 277·5743 to
nhedule.
Dft}(CE-MJME-SENSITIVITY TRAIN"':G begin anytime, 2G2 Wellesley SE.
CoU 256·0141. 2/2
W.ANTED: ride to Los Angeles area. Can
J~avc Jan~ 22 or a!ter. \ViH share exJ'OZIBe;;. Call 242-2481 after 7 p.m.
Wr,!lTED: girl to share two bedroom
-.. •a·rfment-firepJace..- swinnning pool.
o:.:a 242-9964. 1/9
G :[_iJ, to share lT1Y apartment or yours.
~~~·5119 after 5, 1/9

-----

LOST & FOUND

2)

Los~ & Found
• orviee in the lobby of the SUB for
l05t itcnu;.
i:(:-iT: gold pin about three ienlle.• in
,~~umetcr. ln .or nenr University College.
I-~wis 277-2631. 1/9

DL SURE to check the
:.~~tlr

SERVICES

3)

TYPING-close to campus. Rellable-experlc-:-lr"'d. Dia.--::crlations ..Term Papers. Pren ..

'~ce-266·169~.

5)

2/2

FORSALE

~',;i'IES-verY mil<ed breed, but fat and

• r'>)ly. I!'ree to good hom"'. Call 242~.',14 after- a p.m.

m· ·,WJilEISTER-holds
7% gallon J.-.eg,
:-·Pt:rtone, 20 lb. carbon c!ioxide, works
r,

·.. cot. $150.00. 242-~:i49, 1;9
PI ·PU:S-beautiful aml happy 3 4 Ger, ;.'l SheJ>hcrd, 1,4 hool:i", blnck with
l: :e.l: markings. $10 to good homro. 877~ .~~-1}.

m' .. .AC0-::0:-::P:::Y:::IN:-:G:::-:1>·:1A:-::C:-:I::-:!l::-;N;::E:-.
c;Lo-,-.,-c-os7t.~i:-n
condition
After p.tn.
~. 1~6034.

Pi l-'l.'BOY,

2/r,

& warranty.

6

Ne'\\"!:tWeekt Tfme and many

<, !.cr subscriptions at stndent discounts.
'· .-m campus repa throu~h American
:~::.~~-k of Commercco in SUB. 1/9

1967 BULTACO, Metralln, 250 cc. needs
paint job. $300. 24Z-4117. l/9
NEW VW nil transistor radio. $15. Call
344-3654 nCI<>r 6 p.m.
GRETCH GUITAR-$800 value. First $375
takes it. 247~055 after 6. 1/9

6)

E.MPLOYMENT

INTERES'rED in saving and makinG'
money? Call Gaey Gillespie-Z43-0995.
2/G
GE'l' INTO THIS WORLD AS A PAN AM
STEWARDESS. I! you like people, like
to travel, and have a knowledge of n
foreign 1anguage, conSider becoming n
stewardess with Pan American World
Airways. Stewardess interviews will be
he:>ld on campus on January 13• 1970. For
further information, p]ease contact your
Placement Center. Pan Am is an equal
opportunity employer.
NEW COMPANY. We offer Interesting PI,
type! work evenings lor pcrsona.ble at·
tractiVfl,< woman. Good earning potential.
Guaranteed salary and commissions. For
appointment call Artiquc Photos. 2552815 8:30 n.m.-5:00 p.m. 1,9
WANTED: male vocalist to sing in rock
group. Call 266-0150. 1/9
l\IALE HELP. Part-time. Apply in per·
""n nt Der· WfcnCl'3chnitzcl. 4201 Central
Ave. NE or 5810 Mennul NE. 1/8
NEED SHARP GffiL reliable, Willing to
learn flower raising and housekeeping
Tuesdays and Thursdays or weekend!.
255-2415. 1/9
FEli!ALE with sexy voice to sell ad! over
phone for undergrourid paper. Call Skip
255-6560.
l'll.OSPECTIVE SECONDARY SCJIOOL
TEACHERS: For M.A.'s, liLA. T.'s,
Ed.M.'s, M.S.'s or above. Revolutionary
approach to job-hunting. Nationwide di·
rectories of positions: public, independent. Deaclline~ Jan. 15. Ine.xpcnsive. Av..
plications write! INTERCEPT, Box 317,
Harvard Square P.O., Cambridge, Mas3.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

The UNM Concert Band will
play Wednesday evening (Jan.
14) at 8:15 in Popejoy Hall
with Wayne Sharp, instrumental
music director at Hoover Junior
High Scl::lool, french horn
soloist in Ralph Herman's
Concerto for Horn.
Other features of the
concert will be a composition
by band conductor Willi11m E.
Rhoads, Mazatlan, and Rhoades'
setting for band of Bach's St.
Anne Fugue.
Sharp has performed with
every major ensemble · in the
area: the UNM Orchestra and
Band, the Albuquerque
Symphony, Albuquerque Wind
Ensemble and Chamber
Orchestra. He has played five
seasons with the Santa Fe
Opera Orchestra and is a
member of the New Mexico
Brass Quartet.
Herman's concerto follows
the classical form of three
movements. The slow second
movement makes good use of
the french horn's lyrical
qualities while the first and
third illustrate the technical
facility of the instrument.
Mazatlan, a quiet beguine
for band, is named for the
Mexican coastal town. "The
music, like the town, is not
pretentious and intends only to
provide some relief from loud,
heavy scores often found in

music of today," Rho.ads says.
St. Anne's Fugue is from
Bach's great organ work,
Prelude and Fugue in E Flat.
Both the prelude and fugue
were scored for orchestra by
Frederick Stock, cond1.1ctor of
the Chicago Symphony, in
1930. Rhoads re-set the fugue
for band in 1964 and it was
performed 'by the UNM Band.
The program also includes
Robert Ben11ett's suite of five
old American dances, with a
barn da11ce flavor; American
Overture by Joseph Jenkins,
Carl von Weber's Concertina,
Haydn Wood's The Bandstand
at Hyde Park, and Permutations
for Band by William Thomson.
Tickets for the concert are
$1.50, with 7 5 cents tickets
for students.

FEATURE
SHOWING

THE

:ry Rentals
268-4589

Norvell Favors Collective Bargaining
David I •. Norvell, Speaker of New Mexico
State House of Representatives, recently urged
Governor David Cargo to include tne matter of
collective bargaining for public employees in
his call for the second session of the 29th
Legislature.
Norvell, 34-year old Clovis Democrat,
warned Cargo, New Mexico is not prepared to
deal with collective bargaining by state
employees, though workers for the state are
pressuring to organize.
"As it now stands, New Mexico has no
system whatsoever for regulation of collective
bargaining on the part of public employees. We
are going to have collective bargaining. State
employees are rapidly organizing and few
would prevent their doing so," stated Novell.
He added New Mexico has a "hodgepodge

of outdated rules. regulations, and
uncoordinated laws to deal with this matter.
We need a statute specifying secret elections
for bargaining -agents, spelling out the state's
policies on automatic dues checkoff, and
regulating the manner in which disputes shall
be settled."
Norvell has also announced plans to push
for an increase of the minimum salary for state
employees to $300 a month.
He said he will urge the Legislative Finance
Committee to include the raise as a line item
in the general appropriations bill for the
coming 30 day session. Also all other state
salaries should be upgraded accordingly.
Norvell termed it "scandalous" that the
state pays some of its employees a wage only

APACA INC.
MOVlNG & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving 8: Sto~ge
Moving Is Our Only Busmess

r.

1'

DOWN
UNDERGROUND

-·~
GSA Budget

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

.... ..

~·

(Jbst 5 blks. South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

•

IN COLOR

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University 1'.0. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FREE

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASS! FICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

ENClOSED$_ _ __

PLACED

Lyman Spaulding, chairman of
the GSA budget . and finance
committee, last night presented a
report on joint funding with
ASUNM for services for the
coming semester.

-~,.

.;.

501 Yale S.E.

BY-----------

Norvell said he would also move to increase
the state's authorization to allow 50 percent
payment of state employee hospitalization
plans. County and municipal employees already
can get up to 50 percent while state employees
are limited to 20 percent.
Norvell concluded, "The first step in
improving efficiency in government and service
to the taxpayers is to upgrade the
remuneration and dignity of public service as a
career."

GSA Includes Budget
On Election Ballot

For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

Wef;ome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

slightly above what they might obtain on
welfare. The state's minimum salary is $276 a
month. The basic welfare maximum is $200
with incentive payments of $30 a month plus
child care payments available through the Work
Incentive program now going into effect.

--:~:

Don't miss our Midnight Shows
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Also Sot, 10:30 o.m.
Genie and the Magic Sex Pot

MAN

Color Available

No. 72

For State Employees

BLOW

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 flrst lesson, ;14
h~. after. Lee Mason, 261-4589.
URGENTLY need rid~ to San Antonio,
Lare-do or vicinity for seJTieqter hrPA.lc.
Will share expenses. Call Cindy 242·2481
nCI<>r G:30 p.m.
PUPPlES:-,..1M::-:::-ix-ed-:-:'hrecd, good den!.
Call 242-8914 after 6. Free delivery.

Friday and Saturday, 7 &10 p.m.
50¢ with ID

'I

TWO ALL
COLOR HITS

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

Sundav 6 & 9

Friday, Jar1uary 9, 1970

Hot Dogs"
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
·5810 Menaut N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

MISCELLANEOUS

ASUNM Film Committee

Vol. 73

biggest name in

02138. 2/4

7)

MEXICO

. I

DOUBLE
NOW

ADULTS ONLY

RENT-A-TV
Buck's

NE\N

U Band Concert Features
Junior High Horn Soloist

President Heady Disclaims
FBI Agent's Statement
UNM President Ferrel Heady Lavender had denied talking with
has denied a statement by him, Jordan said the FBI had
Albuquerque FBI agent-in-charge worked with the City Fathers
Thomas Jordan that Heady, and the state police.
"I never mentioned Heady's
Governor David Cargo and
Jordan worked together to name at all," he said.
prevent an SDS convention from ·
A statement from Cargo's
being held at UNM last March.
office quoted the govemor as
saying he did not think it would
Jordan allegedly made the be a good idea to have the SDS
atatement in a speech to the meet on campus at that time.
American Society of Tool and
"I counseled against the
Manufacturing Engineers before appearance," Cargo is quoted as
Christmas.
saying. "I didn't force anyone to
In a taped interview for do anything. It (the request by
KUNM, Heady denied talking SDS to use UNM facilities) came
right in the middle of the poem
with Jordan.
controversy, and I ~hought the
"I did not have ~ny school should take one
conversations with Jordan at that controversy at a time."
time," Heady said, adding that
Cargo is also quoted as saying,
he did not consult with anyone "As far as freedom of speech is
except Vice President f<?r concerned, I have the belief that
Student Affairs Harold Lavender every mnn has the constitutional
before the decision to keep the right to make a jackass of
SDS convention off campus was himself whenever he wants to."
made.
·
Cargo declined to make a
Heady said he and Lavender statemP.nt about Heady, and was
had agreed that UNM facilities quoted as saying Heady should
could not be used on such short speak for himself.
notice.
Lavender said he had "no
Last Issue
knowledge" of what Jordan was
Today's Lobo is the last for the
talking about.
When Jordan was asked by fall semester. We will resume .
KUNM if he along with Cargo publication on· the first day of
and Heady had prevente~ the · registration for the spring
SDS convention from meeting at semester on Feb. 2 and will
UNM, he replied, "That's resume daily publication on the
first day of classes' on Thursday,
correct."
When told Heady and Feb. 5. ·

The Graduate Student Association (GSA)
last night voted to include a preliminary
budget on the officer election ballot to be
given to graduate students at registration
February 3 and 4.
.
Approximately $11,000 will be available
to the GSA from fees collected from the
graduate students carrying less than a
12-hour academic load, said Lyman
Spaulding, chairman of the GSA Budget
and Finance Committee.
"Our minimal expenses are outstanding
debts on operational expenses from the
first semester, the payments to ASUNM for
.graduate students taking over 12 hours,
office supplies and materials and salaries
for paid officials," said Spaulding.
The GSA is e:l'pected to take in
approximately $20,000 from all graduate
student activity fees. However,
approximately $6000-7400 must be
reverted to ASUNM to allow them to meet
their budget committments for the
semester, according to a ruling handed
down by the Faculty Policy Committee
upon formation of the Graduate Student
Organization.
''Several ways of joint funding of
student services were considered at the
committee (Budget and Finance) meeting,"
Spaulding said.
"A possible system based on a flat ratio
of 1-6 based on the number of students
was suggested by former ASUNM Treasurer
Steve Terry," Spaulding said.
"It was also suggested that the amount

U Faculty Will
The University faculty, in a
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 13, will
vote on a proposed faculty
constitutional change concerning
the number of a quorum, and a
proposal changing the maximum
retirement age to 68.
The Faculty Policy Committee
has recommended that the
number of faculty members
making up a quorum be changed
from 25 to 75. The proposed
constitutional change has, been
on the table for the required 30
day,s, and a two-thirds majority
vote of the faculty is required
for passage.
The Faculty Retirement and
Insura11ce Committee has
recommended that the maximum

of money contributed be determined by
the proportionate amount of money
contributed by each group of students," he
said.
Spaulding suggested that the voting at
registration include a poll of graduate
students concerning "how many services
ASUNM provides" to graduate students.
"However, if any money is allocatewin
the future to ASUNM for services we will
insist on some type of representative on
that policy committee," said Spaulding.
"There will probably be a joint meeting in
the second semester for the budget
committees of ASUNM and GSA to
determine joint funding," Spaulding said.
Dave Schmitz was appointed the
vice-president of the GSA Council. He was
appointed by Temporary GSA Council
President Dick Elliott.
Elections to the offices of president and
vice-president of the GSA will be held Feb.
3 and 4, during registration, and February
12, for late registrants.
These offices are open to any graduate
student in good academic standing who.has
earned at least six graduate credit hours in
residence at UNM, and has attended UNM
at least one full academic semester
immediately prior to the election.
Application may be obtained from
ASUNM secretary Sue Pickett in the
ASUNM government office in the Union
January 12-14.
All candidates must submit platform
statements with their applications.

Vote on

retirement age be changed from
65 to 68. At the last faculty
meeting, Professor Henry Ellis,
speaking for the committee, said
the American Association of
University Professors has
suggested the change in
retireme.nt age.
.
A resolution supporting the
Legal Aid Society will be
introduced by law Professor
Walter E. • Barnett. Seventeen
other faculty members are
co·spottsoring the resolution.
The resolution condemns the
United Community Fund's
decision to reduce financial aid
to the society.
.
The resolution says that the
Legal Aid Society "performs an

Quorum

indispensable charitable servic1 to
the poor people of Bernalillo
County," and that a percentage
of its funds must come from
local sources. The resolution said
the remaining funds are provided
by the federal government.
· The resolution urges the
United Community Fund to
reinstate the funds to the Legal
Aid Society, and reverse their
decision to stop funds to the
society during 1971,
Nominations for honorary
degrees, to be presented at June
commencement, will be made -~
the n1eeting, and nominationa
will 'be made for replacements on
standing committees for the
second semester.
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Editorial

Here's To You, Taylor

r

v

I1i an attempt to disprove Rep. Merrill
Taylor's accusation that The Lobo is a
"tool of the new left" we felt it was
appropriate to give our readers brief
biographical analyses of some of the
hard-workers who have dedicated
themselves to bringing you the voice of
truth every blessed day of the regular
school year. (The editor is excluded from
this analysis because he is writing it.)
Grant Harvey, Managing Editor - A
24-year old paranoid Canadian who is
without a doubt the unluckiest individual
in all of creation. He consistently gets
rotten service at all of the city's restaurants,
car lots, hamburger joints, pizza parlors,
and every other business establishment
illla!P.neable. He rides a Hell's Angels
motorcycle, is the father of two adorable
bulldogs, is by far the most foul-mouthed
Lobo staffer, and owes his soul to the
Canadian government for student loans. He
likes no one, and in tum, no one likes him.
Sarah Laidlaw, News Editor
A
20-year-old native of St. Paul, Minn., Miss
Laidlaw is the model of the liberated
woman. She is sarcastic, admits to no
mistakes, and is currently plotting
overthrow of the legally-constituted Lobo
regime.
Don Burge, Campus Editor - A God
knows how old six-year Army veteran
whose constantly blood-shot eyes are a
comforting reminder that there are some
pe~ple who still maintain a tireless vigilance
to keep this country free from
Communism. If we had to label him

politically, it would have to be as
.a right-wing liberal.
Charles Wood, Sports Editor - Don't let
the wide-eyed little boy look fool you.
Wood is a racist, a fascist, and one of the
.meanest mu thas in the valley. He is a
ROTC fink and has ambitions to make a
lucrative career as basketball manager for
the New Mexico Lobos.
Stephen M. Part, Review Editor - The
journalism department gigolo, Part is a
23-year old native of Los Angeles who only
works here for the by-line. He is the
assistant manager of a local dirty-movie
house.
David McCormick, Communism Editor Definitely an outside agitator who was sent
here by Cuba's Central Communist Party to
foment revolution, destroy the moral fiber
of the United States, and wreck evertthing
dear to our American hearts.
The rest of the staff in brief: Paul
Fleck, gung ho Greek; Sandy Schauer, rich
kid from Joisey; Casey Church, an
ex-KUNMer who finally saw the light;
Carolyn Babb, a sexually inhibited
psychology major; Lin Morgan, a hippie
who came back; Clark Jermain, a hippie
who is yet to come back; Bob Whittaker, a
black p.on-militant; Sue Major, innocence
personified; Barbara Morgan, follower of
the Women's International Terrorists
Conspiracy from Hell; Holley Beckley,
yummy; Pam Burgenheim, an Air Force
brat; Chester Painter, alleged photographer;
and our three proofreaders Karla Kelley,
Jean Lindsay, and Judy Lindsay, three
blind mice.

2
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3

Correcting Injustices

I

T

5
p

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By BILL PICKENS
and flexible during the entire
Since such a great deal of Student Court process.
B'
time has been spent wrangling
The assertion that no one can
around official student channels get along with Sam is absurd.
lately over Sam Johnson's quarrel And in spite of this, Sam is at
P'
with:: the UNM cheerleaders, fault in a way: he enjoys people,
many people have asked why leading his kind of cheers, and
such effort is expended over a being for a time in the limelight.
D! seemingly small thing. Because Since he can perform these
several other students, including services so well, it seems ironic
myself, have participated at to me that he is denied the
PI
length, and you have been opportunity to do so because
confronted with the problem democracy must prevail on the
extensively, in this paper, it cheerleading squad. The central
seems justifiable to answer that frustration, however, is that
question. There are two reasons. currently Sam has been told by
The first involves Sam's talent the Student Court and the
itself. Sam does many things Senate that he can't seek a
because he basically likes action, remedy in either one.
but the activity he likes best •·
The second reason involves
and undeniably is best at -- is the student body's image. This
leading soul cheers for. the whole affair means a great deal
Lobos. Testimony for his ability to Sam personally, and because
comes especially from anyone he is a friend of mine and of
who attended an athletic event hundreds of other students here,
last year, from an article in it also does to us. But in
Sports Illustrated, and from addition it has significance to
invii:~tions to actually conduct every student at UNM. In my
cheerleading clinics himself. Now, opinion it is inexcusable for a
that's an important commodity group .. especially one
for the student body, and, representing us all •• to have not
indeed, for UNM at· large, and done the following: make clear
should not be wasted unless to all members what was
there is an awfully compelling expected, present charges to a
reason.
member felt to be delinquent,
The alleged grounds .: for his · and allowing a hearing where he
unfitness to serve on the could present a defense.
.
cheerleading squad, by vote of
That none of these minimums
those on the squad itself, is that occurred here makes it difficult
he has "personality conflicts" · for our leaders, if only in this
with other members, and missed sanaU example, to assert student
, ~everal practices. I ha!e. worked responsibi!ity o,r urg~ reforms ,o!l .
·cl01ely on thia·issue With Sam, a·', the Umvers1ty Itself which"
aituation which undoubtedly guarantee such procedurea. for a
brina& out hia angriest self, and student accUJed of an offense by
that he has been very the administration. These are the
. "" .~~!~.!l~!mper~: c:;tcompro~~~ng, .~Y! ~am's dile~~a affects ua'
'

.

all, and even if our generation
can't reform the whole world as
the Silent Majority insists, we
can correct this one injustice by
urging that student government
take some action.

Friday, January 9, 1970

Lobo Review

· ~swope' Dirty Joke
(Editor's Note: the Mirage
turns out a real surprise ... it's
good; it's so good some of those
photographs should have been
offered to the Thunderbird first.
Buy this one and hope the next
is as good. Congratulations to the
editors.)
By MARIN PEARSON
(CPS)--"Putney Swope" is a
dirty joke. The kind where we
know all the characters. It is a
little long in the telling, but the
punch line is there in living
color, shocking enough to throw
us off guard and make us laugh.
How often do we go to a
movie to watch the commercials?
Go to "Putney Swope" to see
the commercials. They are in
color. The rest of the film is
most definitely in black and
white.
11 Putney Swope"
is a satire
and a comment. It is a swipe at
the advertising racket--beer is sex,
and you better believe it at
$30,000 a consultation.
The film has promise as it
opens on a brilliantly executed
board of directors scene
laconic, fearful, ulcerous. We
watch the noble art of hatchetry
at work in its native habitat.
An apt technique, allowing
faces within a frame to phase in
and out of focus, is utilized
throughout the opening
sequence. The phasing lends a
rhythm and emphasis to a deftly
handled commentary on the ad
men.

Editor:

Figaro

Regents

Moratorium
An organizational meeting ot
an Albuquerque Moratorium
Committee will be held Friday,
Jan. 9, at 8 p.m. in the
Hospitality Room of the
Albuquerque Federal Savings and
Loan Building, Wyonling and
Menaul N.E.
Mike Segal, regional director
of the National Vietnam
Moratorium .Committee will
apeak at the meeting.
. . ·' 'lltf"llf..i
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Benigno Hernandez,
Albuquerque attorney and
former ambassador to Paraguay,
will speak Wednesday (Jan, 14)
at 8 p.m. in the Union Theater.
Hernandez will briefly discuss
· his experiences as ambassador
and then answer questions ...

I

Pantomimist
One of the world's best
known performers, French
pantomimist Marcel Marceau, has
been added to the series of
theater programs at UNM's
Popejoy Hall.
· Marceau's program will be on
lst. Patrick's Day, Tuesday,
'F4arch 17.
It has been added to replace
Arthur Miller's play '~The Price,"
which was dropped when the
company cancelled its tour into
the western part of the country.
The date of another play at
UNM, "Spofford," has been
changed from Jan. 26 to Feb. 2.
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Included, although name wiU be
withheld upon requ01t.
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Prive-In
One Block South of Central

On Yale

Must Have Justice

J ..-<~tjt

·...
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'

equal voting rights.
democratically elected body
"The first. duty of this repre~Jenting people inside the
super-committee would be to sit school.
down and hammer out an
The super-committee, after
explicit set of by-laws," he said. arriving at the by-laws and rules,
"Then the by-laws could be would hire an administrator,
negotiated with the Board of much as municipali.ties do now
Regents.''
under. the city-manager form of
Evans would not alter the government.
Board of Regents. They are the
This administrator or manager,
democrati~;ally elected body
and his subordinates, would rule
representing the people outside the university according to the
the university while the · rules and by-laws, not according
super-committee would be the . to their .Personalities or whims.

Jumbo Jacks

than 250 words tn>o-

wrltten, double opued. Name, telephone numbc!r and addreoa mll8t be

.legislature . to act. The people
must have justice.
To the Editor:
Michael R. Monahan
In The Lobo editorial of
Monday, Jan. 5, you stated that
it was not possible for the
University to grant collective
Reflections
bargaining rights to the Physical To the Editor:
Plant employees. I beg to differ reflections on the black panther
with you:
raids (murders)·-december '69
1) Although there is no state law elegy for a national product
· providing collective bargaining
right., ,for public employees, oppressed
there 1s no law prohibiting you stood and yelled that you
such.
.
were oppressed.
2) President Heady must realize
they sold your cries.
the legal non-situation, yet he .a few looked through the
persists in his magnificent
product and joined you.
stagnation.
you cried again, together
3) It is the University's duty to and you were sold again.
be first in aiding its summer came to your patience.
employees, by fighting for fists rose from tarmac
their rights, by ·being fair and
and you were hit hard.
just.
your pain sold well;
The University should
your cries were taken and placed
immediately announce Its
on bulls-eyes.
recognition of its employees righi
you hoisted your cries high
to collective bargaining. The
. in the air,
University should support the
miRing a fist in the field
Phy1ical Plant employees in any
ot a crou·hair
conflict resulting from such a · and the· trigger wu pulled •.
decision. The workers have
and it 110ld well.
waited too Ion« for' tha state

.11.,. •;.._••+ -"'"''llolllr;!!lo
.f

bother the professor, he generally discussed it with only a few
moves to another university.
people, and he admits it is
"Actually the student feels unprecedented.
more a part of the university
"We could have a duly elected
community than the professor," commission, committee, or
Evans continued, "The student whatever you want to call it, of
has selected the university for about 15 staff members and 15
four years of study. The students," Evans stated.
professor could. be just as happy .
The number is arbitrary and
at Willconsin or Michigan, and if could be 12 and 12 or !W and
he is unhappy here, he thinks 20. Most importantly, they
nothing of moving."
would be elected annually and
Evans, a lifelong resident of by members of the university
Nebraska, has a solution. He has community who would all have

.

Fiesta

The UNM Regents will meet
Saturday; Jan. 10 at 9: 30 a.m. in
the Council Room of the New
Mexico Union.

Reprinted From the
Daily Nebraskan
The University of Nebraska
(NU) should not have a
chancellor, according to Dr. Bert
M.. Evans, assistlf,nt professor of
agricultural economics.
"The university is ruled by an
autocratic !lYstem, with the
position of chancellor at the top,
followed by the positinns of
deans, directors, and department
chairmen," Evans said.
Too often, decisions by
administrators are made not with
the welfare of the university in
mind, but with an eye to
pIe a sing the next highest
administrator on the autocratic
ladder, Evans said,
There is no democratic
represt!ntation in university
government, he continued. In
fact, the universit.Y did~~t profit
at all from the American•
revolution; it sti"ll resembfes a
medieval feudal system.
One of the main defects of
university government is the lack
of rules and by-Jaws, according
to Evans, who received a Ph.D
from Harvard in 1966.
"A rural Nebraska county of
10,000 to 15,000 people often ·
has enough statutes to fill a
room," Evans said. "The
.university's rules are in a book
one half inch thick."
Perhaps the greatest problem,
however, is that the average
professor doesn't care about
university government.
Most professors are interested
in their subject matter and
research, not in governing the
school, he said. They remain
apathetic as long as the
autocratic government doesn't
pinch them.
If the autocratic decisions of
the university administrators does

Diplomat

In answer to the question, I consider myself one of the
most irresponsible people I know. The only reason I write
this inane column is because I am neither serious or
intelligent enough to write real editorials about important
issues. Another point; I did not report you talked to a
Lobo photographer. With this in mind I hereby refuse to
comment on anything or anybody unless I get the stuff
myself. Nor will I ever print my picture with this column.
Sorry girls.

3

Autocrats Govern U of Nebraska

The chairman of the board .
lies prone and face down on the
gargantuan conference table. A
battle ensues to replace him.
Constitutionally, no board
member may vote for himself.
Who do you vote for to improve
your own chances? Well, nobody
would vote for Putney Swope.
The votes are counted. Putney
Swope
Putney
Swope . . . Putney
Swope . . . Meet the new
chairman, sir.
Putney Swope, the token
Negro, changes from an
establishment token to a soulful
brother, somehow reminiscent of
Fidel Castro. It may be the
khakis and beard.
You have undoubtedly heard
about the commercials created
by Truth and Soul. People stay
home to watch them at night.
The movie theatres are suffering.
Watch them tell it like it really
is. Sock it to them!
The film may be only passing
fare, but the idea is important,
the criticisms valid and the satire
significant to today. It needs
only the articulation that time
and experimentation will give it.
The satire is Robert
Downey's. He wrote, directed
and produced it. The handling of
the opening scenes and the
commercials shows potential.
It is, as Downey explains, "an
attempt to show people who
think this is all insane that they
are right."
Is Putney a put on?

Dear Mr. Harvey:
Your statements on the editorial page of The Lobo for
Wednesday, Jan. 7, 1970 attribute a number of unusual
statements to me. I would like for you to know that I did
not talk with a Lobo photographer and therefore made no
statements of this kind. Do you consider your actions
responsible?
I believe you should correct this in the pages of The
Lobo. Perhaps you will print this letter.
Sincere1y yours,
David 0. Kelley
University Librarian

Pa~:e

-~ays NLI Assistant Professor

'.

The deadline for applications
for the Fiesta Committee is
Wednesday, Jan. 14.
Performances of the second
act of Mozart's opera Marriage of
Figaro have been scheduled in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque by
the UNM Opera Studio.
The production will be staged
Tuesday evening, Jan. 27, at St.
John's College in Santa Fe and
the following day at noon at
Highland High School in
Albuquerque.
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Different 'Types
Of Hamburgers

and Other ~andwiches
·

Tool

Plus
Shakes 8c Cold Drin~s

Now on Sale in SUB

($2)
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t~lls of Territorial Journalism

U ·Prints NM Press History
The UNM Press has published
a meticulously detailed history of

"The Territorial Press of New
Mexico" written by a former
Portales News-Tribune advertising
_manager.

Porter A. Stratton specifies
three periods within the
1834-1912 time span covered in
his book as shaping the growth
of newspaper journalism in New
Mexico.

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE
>

ita;;or's iEbge
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN
The Natural Hair Grooming Concept
We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.
255-0166
5504 Central S.E. (I Blk. East of San Nlateo)

Sat.
Nite
$1 per
person
8-12
SUB
ballroom

These he defines as the boom
and prosperity years of the
1880's, the depression through
the '90s and the dawn of modern
journalism from 1900 through
1912 and statehood.
UNM Graduate
More than 700 newspapers
were born during the period
covered by Stratton, now
associate professor of history at
Pan American Center, Edinburg,
Texas.
The lineal descent of many
surviving daily and weekly
newspapers is traced by Stratton,
a native of Richland, N.M., and a
UNM graduate in 1942,
Woven with the account of
early newspapers and their
colorful founders is the
accompanying history of New
Mexico as it evolved from
Spanish colony through Mexican
rule
to an isolated,
poverty-stricken territory of the
United States.
Of 15 newspapers being
published in 1879, seven were
relatively stable and long-lived.
Stratton describes their
publishers as having been
"motivated by the prospects of
political spoils, mineral
discoveries which promised to
sustain newspapers and
anticipation of great economic
growth for New Mexico when
railways reached the territory."
The battle for ter.ritorial
printing contracts, presentation
of political parties' viewpoints,
efforts to collect advertising and
subscription payments and a
slowly growing recognition of
better newspapers distinguished
frontier journalism, in Stratton's
view.
A Bladder?
Publishers rose and fell with
the political fortunes of office
holders in early days. The same
shifting patterns of fortune were
repeated when railroads did come
to New Mexico as when towns
sprang up overnight to recover
minerals.
Stratton quotes liberally from
often-picturesque editorial
language throughout his book
("The opposition rag,. is a
hyphenated bladder,
for
example) ·

Campus I:Jriefs
Butor Lectures
Michel Butor, internationally
famous French author who is a
visiting professor of French
literature at UNM this year, may
be the first speaker to appear
before two major language
conventions during the same
year.
Butor appeared on a special
panel during a plenary session
devoted to the contemporary
novel Dec. 29 during the national
convention of the Modern
Language Association of America
in Denver.
The following day he
addressed the final plenary
session in Detroit of the
American Association of
Teachers of French, the largest
association of French professors
in the world. He discussed
"Literature and Clothing." _
Also attending the Detroit meeting was Jack Kolbert, professor of
French at UNM and recently
elected representative of chapters
in nine southern and
southwestern states. Kolbert is
one of 17 members of the
executive committee of the
11-member organization.
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Patronize
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chapter, document ~he !"ork !Inc.
a separate appendix hsts
of 732 newspapers
pubhshed fr?m 1834 through
1912 showmg the founders,
party or c~urchaffiliation where
app.ropnate, name, and
publication changes.
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program. Students interested in
the program should contact
Jones.
"Conversations with Harold
Taylor," informal meetings with
· b as1s
· WI'II
st u d en t s on a d rop-m
b e h eld m
· th e gaII cry Iounge o f·
th e New Mcx1co
·
U mon
·
Mon d ay,
F e b . 9 ; T ues day, F e b . 10 ;
Monday., March 2; and
Wednesday, March 11 from 3 to
5 p.m.
Taylor will also visit upper
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GJ"selle Star

The American Ballet Theatre, The music for "Gaite Parsienne"
one of the world's finest and one is taken from works of
of the first American ballet Offenbach.
companies to perform in Russia,
The current tour includes a
will be performing at Popejoy company of 150, its symphony
Hall on Monday, Jan. 12.
orchestra and more than 100,000
The Theatre will present pounds of scenery and costumes.
productions of "Giselle" and
Prices range from $6.50 to
"Gaite Parsienne." "Giselle" had $3.50. UNM students with
its world premiere in July, 1968, activity cards can buy their
::.a::.t.:t.::h.::.e.:M=et::r.::.o.!:p.::.o.::li.::ta::n:...::.O.!:p.:e.::ra;;.::.;.H.::o.::.u.::s.;..e.;.._..:;ti:.::c::kc:.ets:;;;. at half price. - - - - - -

ANNOUNCING

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
e
ON
'e Coni.~
lJr·t>.~ses

Night security patrol
Plus: Food & Maid Service, Study
Rooms, Tefevision, Freedom,
and Privacy
MAKE RESERVAtiONS NOW
FOR SPRING SEMESTER

e

$2

At the Alpha Phi Omega coat

chec~

·in the SUB"
Subscribers should pick up their
copies at the coat check
No Part 1 books will be mailed
at this date

S11it.~
e RloflsP.~

e Skirts
e Su:eaters
e l'mlts
e Robes
e Lingerie
e 1Uiscella11eorts
Items

Y3 OFF and MORE
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Central At University

Popejoy

Hall

· - ~Q..TJrl.EJ;:!Il.T~L PROGRAM COMMI'ITEE

Present

"' ...._,.....___..,

---·--"'-----...1

The Internationally Celebrated

ERICA
BALLET
THEATRE
Spectacular New Production of

GISELLE
AND

G AITE PARISIENNE
One Performance only
Monday, January 12-8:15 P.M.
$6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
'

For this Perfonnance only we are permitted to offer tickets at lf2 price to all
UNM Studeitts, Faculty, Staff&: Gra?uate Students. IDs required.

Copies are also being sold in
Journalism Bld

Phone 296·G003 or 344-G423 for transportation.

Every Wed. s.6 PM

Amer·lcan BaJJet

at the College Inn:

Now on Sale

Special Speaker Sunday
The Rev. Earl Vanzant

I

Reyes Fernandez, one of the
premier dancers of the American
Ballet Theatre, has co-starred
with the prima ballerina of the
West, Margo Fonteyn, during a
world tour. One of his classical
roles is Albrecht in the
company's "GIS'elle."

~

You can leave your car
and walk to class.

CHURCH FOR PROGRESSIVE INDIANS

Sunday School-1(} a.m.; Worship-11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Pizza Slices 15¢

-

The 1970 Mirage (Part 1)

A PROGRESSIVE

10¢ BEER

!.

Plenty of underground
protected parking.

Gon

1119 Menaul N.W.
Rev. C. E. Conley, Pastor

OKIE'S

oaf5'~•~"ccbslst 41~J-..-...'"""···--.. . . -.................... -----~---·----- - - - -

- ~T~ylor's public ~l;ct-;re n;;~-t- informally with faculty and
schedule will include the topics students in the public
"Philosophy and Modern Man" administration, political science,
(Wednesday, Feb. II), "The fine arts, English, and education
Student Revolution'' programs.
(Wednesday, Feb. 25), and "Art
Taylor is chairman of the
and Mass Culture" (Wednesday, National Research on Peace
March 11).
Strategy, and is author of the
The graduate seminar, with book "Student Without
students from several disciplines, Teachers: The Crisis in the
will be entitled "The Radical University."
Transformation of the - - - - - - - - - - - - University." The seminar will be
continued the last weeks of the
semester by Joel Jones, chairman
~7o·l
of the American Studies
5

INDIAN AssEMBLY OF

Five UNM students have had
lithographs selected to be shown
in the Third National Student
Printmakers exhibition at the

Former ,College President
Will Be Popeioy Scholar
The Popejoy Visiting Scholar
this year will be Harold Taylor,
former president of Sarah
Lawrence College.
During his six week stay,
T ay1or WI'II con d uc t a gra d ua te
·
g 1ve
·
th re e publ1'c
semmar,
1ec t ures, an d par t.1c1pa
· te m
· f our
•m f ermaI "C onversat'1ons w'tl1
1
Harold Taylor."
Taylor will be on campus
during the month of February,
·
and the first two wee ks m

Photographers
An exhibition of photographo
by three UNM photography
students will open Sunday at the
Sandia Base Arts and Crafts
Center.
The students are Mel
Buffington, Orlando Jimene;1: and
Janet Hoelzel.
The e:dtibition will last
through Jan. 26.

Printmakers

Or. Harold Taylor, pictured
above, former president of Sarah
Lawrence College and a widely
recognized scholar and writer,
will be the Popejoy Visiting
Professor during February and
March, 1970.

Popejoy Lecturer

University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill
The students are David J.
Milutin, Louis B. Pecastaing,
William A. Richards, Bud Shark
and Gregory H. Snyder.
Pecastaing and Snyder are
undergraduate students, the other
three are graduate assistants in
the department of art.

2901 Ccnh·al SE
lJNIVEIISITY l!EIGIITS

Free

Tel. 277-3121
'
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January Sports Calendar
Tonight
Wrestling-New Mexico
Home
Tomorrow
Wrestling-Wyoming, UTEP,
Basketball-Colorado State,
January 15
Basketball-Arizona State,
January 16
Basketball-Arizona, Home
January 28
Wrestling-California State,

State,
Home
Away
Home

Away

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Popovich Gives Lobos A WAC Sample

Gymnastics-Michigan State, Away
Janaury 29
Basketball-Brigham Young, Away
Wrestling-UCLA, Away
January 30
Gymnastics.Southern Illinois
Wrestling-Calif. State, Pomona
January 31
Basketball-Utah, Away
Wrestling-Calif. State,. San Luis,
Away Gymnastics-India State,
Away

By PAUL FLECK
Asst. Sports Editor

The Lobes lost their fifth
straight road game last night
while two other WAC teariJS
managed to break the road jinx.
Steve Popovich, overlooked on
defense to concentrate on Carl
Ashley, exchanged roles with the
high scoring Ashley and lead the
Cowboys to a 92-7 4 victory over
the hapless Lobos. Popovich
scored 22.
Meanwhile, Arizona beat
Brigham Young, Utah won its
second WAC engagement over
Arizona State, and UTEP
dumped Colorado State.
The game in Laramie started
at a slow place with neither team
scoring until the two minute
mark. Popovich got it going with
the first of many long jumpers to
give the Cowboys a 2-0 lead.
Howie Grimes hit for the Lobos,
and after Ashley chipped in a
bucket to make it 4-2, John
Somogyi converted a three-point
to
the Lobos

OLD TOWN INDIAN
'

TRADING POST
f.f
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ON THE PLAZA
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Genizme indian Reservation
Handmade Jewelry & Crafts

~

~.
~

Fine Selection of Black Diamond of Alasl!a

0

~

Between La Placita and La Hacienda

J

A mismatch under the basket
finds the Cowboys Carl Ashley
towering over Petey Gibson.
Howie Grimes is too late to help
out while Stan Dodds positions
himaelf for the rebound.

-

'Carl over Petey

'Colorado State Next
For Traveling Lobos
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What
does
mounted police

really

.

mean?
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Zi'!'lmerman Libra.ry's ancient writings ?elp sp.ell out the beau~y
of thJS weeks Lobo Lovely, Suzanne P1tt. A sophomore music
education major, 19 year old Suzanne brightens a usually drab
etting. She graduated from Del Norte although spending most of
.
• _h _sc_hool days ~n Cloudcroft,, N.M. She is the daughter of
Mr. anu <>uo, ---- ~·
dle of Bernalillo.

Johnson Gym
The Recreation · Department has
posted the following hours that
Johnson Gymnasium will be
open for students. during closed

Recreat1on •

week, finals week, and vacation:
D-Bullding, P·Pool, W-Wefght ltoom
Jan. 12 (M)

n o:ao-9:ao

P

o:so-9:oo

w

Don't Forget
to Enroll in Your
Most Important
Class!
CLASSES START:
Sat., Feb. 14-9:00 a.m.
Wed., Feb. 18-7:00 p.m.

B 6:30-9:30

B G:30-9:30

., - 'I',.«::!

Jnn. 13 (T)
p 6:30-9:00
.Tnn. 14 (W)
p 6:30-9:00

~:aa-s:ao

w

4:30-8:30

w

4:30-8:30

J'ru>. 16 ('l'h)
CLOSED

D G:30-9:80

Jnn. 16 (F)

p 6:30-9 :oo

J'nn. l'T (Sa)
p 1:00-5:00
.Tnn. 18 (S)
p 1:00-5:00
Jn.n. 19 (M)
B 4:00-9:00
P CLOSED
Jnn. 20 (T)
n 10 :oo-o:oo 1' CLOSED
.Tnn. 21, (W)
lJ 10:00·9:00 p 6:30-9:00
Jnn. 22 (Th)
n 1o:oo-o:oo p 6:30-9:00
23 (F)
n to:oo.o:oo P.Tnn.
G :30-9:00
Jnn. 24 (Sn)
D 10:00-4:00 p 1:00-4:00
Jnn. 25 (S)
n 1 :oo-s :oo p 1:00-4:00
Jnn. 26 (M)
D 10:00-9:00 l' I :00·4 :00
P G: 30-9:00
Jnn, 21. (T)
n 1o:oo.4wo P I :00-4 :00
.Jnn, 2H (\V)
n J.o:oo.o :oo l' 1:00-4:00

n 1 :oo-5:oo
n 1: oo-s:oo

P

w

1:00-5:00

w 1:00-5:00
w

4:30-8:30

w

4:30-8:30

w 4:30-8:30
w

4:30·8:30

w 4:30·8:30
w 1 !00·4:00
w 1:00-4:00
w

1:00-4:00
0:30-9:00

w
w 1 :00·4:00
w 1:00-1:00
G:a o-n :oo
w 6:30-9:00

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

SIIU.DJR PIT®
Phone 265-52/'2

A DIVISION qF

LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER
207 Dartmouth Dr•.NE-Aibuquerque, N.M.-87106

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dag~;"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268~848

---~--------------------------------------------------

....··

The Lobes will move on to
Fort Collins this afternoon after
working out in the Wyoming
fieldhouse in preparation for the
Colorado State RariJS Saturday
night.
The RariJS and the Lobos
match their 0·1 WAC records in
the game starting at 8:05.
Albuquerqueans can see fQr
game on
- · til hsten ·on
~
or KDEF.
The RariJS are 5·3 in all games
and are expected to cause
trouble in the WAC even though
it is their first year in the
conference, Mike Childress, a 6-9
junior college All-American, has
made the adjustment to the big

tJ · <:.U I~ II-IE.

E\.1

w 4:30-8:3!1

265-6761

SDNIHZI
5717 Menaul NE

l

_............
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Lobo photo by Anne O'Brian

Call Ann or Pam

Eat a steak at Bonanza.
Steak dinners $1.29 to $2.89.

>•

-.

Suzanne Pitt

--~-·.• .... ._...-~,.._-..r-----

Girls,
tall good looking
Canadian boys
eat regularly
at Bonanza.
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I1Large
Luneh ~t OKIE'S I
Large Pizza • Large P1teher ol Beer l
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(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gennan, and others ... )
lunch u:3o-.2:3o dinner 5:30·9:30

413 RomcroSt.·N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town P~aza
242-4986

FROM THE
your recorder experts
since 1949

Foreign Car
Specialists

ENJOYAMERICA:S
TOP-RATED COMPACT
STEREO SYSTEM

Repair & Maintenanc:&
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yr.r. Combined
Experience

Free Estimates

IJ!

"We gave up some easy
buckets," commented a downcast
Bob King following the loss,
"and ' our guards had some
trouble containing the fast break.
We are just not good enough on
defense to handle a good ball
club yet."

265-5901
333 Wyoming ~,;!.E~.-~ff-t-

SCOTT2505
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Cut moving costs
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Rutgers Coach John Bateman
after being loudly criticized for a
mere 21·14 decision over winless
Columbia: "Wins and women are
the same. I've never known a bad
one. It's just that some are better
than others_, :•

time and is averaging 20.7 points
plus an amazing 21.2 rebounds
per game.
Cliff Shegogg is expected to
also be a problem for the
Wolfpack. Shegogg is 6-5 and is
playing at guard this year. He
poses an awesome threat when

,~?J'b~-l.
. .

After that
was a matter of
the Cowboys slowly and
painfully adding to their lead.
Popovich scored 16 in the
first half and the Cowboys led at
intermission with a 51·44 margin,
The Lobos hit some frigid spots
in the second half en route to an
overall 38 percent figure
accounts for the victory.
Willie Long was again a
standout for the Lobos' losing
csuse. Big Willie finished with
27. Stan Dodds, considered one
of the most under-rated players
in the conference, was second in
scoring to Popovich with 18
points for 11 shooting.
The Cowboys outscored the

Lobos 16-4 in one stretch late in
the game as the Wolfpack
exhibited unusual sloppy play.
The Cowboys, a good team and
anxious to take advantage of
such charity, capitalized on the
mistakes and made their ninth
victory in ten outings a Iaugher.

HU~1G

' .

Insurance
Professional aids - handtrucks, pads
New trucks that match your move

RENT ARYDER ONE-WAY TRUCK
wMake your next m o v e . .A..

Serving fine French Onion
soup with every Dinner

·

a smooth move"

~Nt~

RYDER ~~

GYPSY VIOLINIST
Fri. & Sa~. Evenings
Only

.Five Albuquerque locations to serve you:

Come and enjoy
a touch of Europe
and listen to the
strings of Geza (Gay-za)
the only Gypsy violinist in
Albuquerque. recently
from Victor Hugo's
Los Angeles

Candelaria at San Mateo, N.E. 268-9585

in

Reservations Only ·
299·0141-1431 Wyoming NE ·

Move-it~yourself one-way or local
You've read the rave reviews ... now hear the great Scott
sound for yourself. Enjoy a complete Scott FM/FM Stereo/
Phono system at an incredibly low price. Just listen to the
2505 once, and you'll see why it's the choice of experts!
• Matchless FM, 3-dimensional FM stereo.
• Professional automatic turntable with magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus.
• Plenty of power for distortion-free sound at every listening level.
• Automatic stereo switching, with stereo indicator light.
• Connections for tape, tape cartridge, extra speakers,
earphones, microphone and guitar•
•· Complete component control;=.;.
• Choice of four Scott air-suspension·speaker systems.
Model 2505-16 complele With Scoll S·16 speakers, .. only

Juan Tabo at Lomas, N.E.

299-9921

Gibson at Carlisle, S.E.

268-9042

4409 Centtal, N.W.

842-1417

137 San Pedro, N.E.

268-2461

...
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$259.95

CD SCOT~
3011 MONT.& VISTA NE
NEAR. TRill Tru:ANGLE

255.-1695."
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Good News
For Modern
Students?

PERSONALS

INTERESTED in saving and making
money 1 Cnll Gary Ginespie-248-0995.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets,. Fringe Vests, and
l<'riml'e Handbags. 243-7909,
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. No charget1Iree poses, three prints. Pictures tak~n
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
DANCE-MIME-SENSITIVITY TRAINING begin anytime, 525 Wellesley SE.
Cnll 266-0141. 2/2
WANTED: ride to Los Angeles area. Can
leave Jan. 22 or after. Will share expenses, Call 242-2481 after 7 p.m.
WANTED: girl to share two bedroom
opnrtmen~fircplncc~
swimming pool.
Cnll 242-9964, 1/9
GIRL to share my apartment or yours.
248-5119 after 5, 1/9

2)

NEW COMPANY. We offer interesting Ph
type work evenings for versonahlc at·
tractive woman. Good earning potential.
Guaranteed salary and commissions. For
appointment call Artique Photos. 2552816 8:30 a.m.-s:oo p.m. 1,9
NEED SHARP GIRL reliable, willing to
Jearn flower raising and housekeeping
'.rue$dnya, and Thursdays or weekends.
266-2415. 1/9
FEMALE with sexy voice to sell ads over
phone fat underground paper. Call Sltip
256-6560.
PROSPECTIVE SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS: For M.A.'s, M.A.T.'s,
Ed.M/s, M.S.'s or above. Revolutionary
approach to job-hunting. Nationwide directories of positions: public. independent. Deadline: Jan. 15. Inexpensive. AP·
plications write: INTERCEPT, Box 317,
Harvard Square P.O.J Cambridge, Mass.
02138. 2/4

7)

LOST & FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
cervice in the lobby of the SUB for
your 1ost items.
LOST: gold pin about three icnhcs in
ttiametcr. In or near University College.
Lewis 277-26;}1. 1/9

3)

2/6

--George Norlin, President, University of
Colorado 1919-1939.

SERVICES

~~-=~~~~---------

FORSALE

1 • r:'PIES-very mixed Lre<;d, but fat nnd
,:;ppy, Free to rrood hom.... Cnll 242i .•!( after 6 p.m.

and

Soul Movie
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LFC Advises Tuition Hike

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Glol;al Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving&: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business

''PUTNEY SWOPE"

For Free Estimates
Call 255-6364

DON' PANCHO'S

HAS

ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
AND OFFERS
SELF SERVICE GAS
TEXAC0-31.9¢
FREE CAR WASH

rock

WINNER

YALE & lEAD S.E.

BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS

ASUNM Film Committee

Societe J.llll Cinem.&
THE FILM SOCIETY ON THE CAMPUS OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

JOSEPH E. LEVINE ""'"'NTS A
MIKE
-LAWRENCE TURMAN ••ocuct•OH

would be locked into House Bill 300, the state
appropriations act.
Associated Students President Ron Curry
said last week the UNM Student Lobby had
secured commitments from four key legislators
to oppose tuition increases.
Curry said Rep. Jack Daniels, O-Lea, Sen.
Odis Echols, D-Curry, Sen. John Eastham,
R-Bernalillo, and Rep. David Norvell, D-Curry,
had committed themselves to vote against
tuition hikes.
Daniels is the chairman of the House
Education Committee, Echols is a member of
the Senate Finance Committee, Eastham is a
member of the Senate Rules Committee, and
Norvell is the Speaker of the House.
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GSA Candidates
David Schmitz and Bill Pickens
are the only two declared
candidates for the presidency of
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA).
"Duke" Duquette is the only
candidate for the office of
vice-president.
Voting for GSA officers will
t!l.ke place during registration this
week but the ballots will not be
counted and the winner
announced until after late
registration is completed on Feb.
Polling place for thli' elections

will be in the graduate student
registration line in the
administration building, Separate
polling procedures were to be
established for law and medical
students who do not follow
normal graduate student
registration procedures.
Also on the ballot will b<> a
refeJ·Pndum quPshon sPeldng
approval of the GSA budr;t·t for
this sPmes!er.
For The Lobo's endorsement of
the candidates running for
president see page two of this
issue.

This
.
IS

Feb. 5 Mr. Hulot's Holiday April 2 The Green Man
12 Broken Blossoms
9 The Gold Rush
19 The Lost Patrol
16 A Day in the Country
ThcWarGame
2$ Top Hat
26 The Unholy Three
30 Maycrling
Mar. 5 M
May 7 General Della Rovere
12 Metropolis
14 Algiers
19 YoungTorless

'

: ·. •'

Benjamin.
He's
a little
worried
about
his
future.

Legislature
In Position
To Diminish

THE GRADUATE
S1AI'IR1NG

Admission by subscription $8.00 or
Seats Available $.75

ANNE BANCROFT..o DUSTIN HOFFMAN · KATHARINE ROSS
Q~.bP.~R WILLINGHAM •"f.~u~bQ.K HENRY PAUL SIMON
SIMON GARFUNKEL LAWRENCE TURMAN

TELEPHONE 277-2305,247-1952

TECHNICOLOR'' PANAVISION"

du Cinema is an industrious, but non-profitmaking group dedicated to, of all things. film-."

Friday· and Saturday, 7 & 10 Sunday 6
50c. with ID

ONE SHOWING ONIJY

\

11.

Spring 1970 Film Series

To BE SHOWN IN THE UNM SUB THEATRE 7 P.M.

.)

-!

Department of Finance and Administration
(OAF) have recommended budgets much lower
than the BEF n:commendations.
The LFC said .if a tuition increase wasn't
considered, tuition fees next yea:r would drop
to only 22 percent of higher education's total
bill in the state.
Tuition this yca:r accounted for an estimated
22.9 percent of the higher education tab,
with 24.5 percent in 1968-69.

Presents

In Addition, to be Scheduled:
Blood and Sand, Girl in the Mist,
Pepe le Moko, Stage Coach

/
r

For New Mexico's Colleges
SANTA FE-University students in New
Mexico can expect to see tuition rates raised for
the coming year during this session of the
legislature.
The Legislative Finance Committee (LFC), in
budget reports on higher education, has
recommended tuition increases for all of New
Mexico's institutions of higher learning for both
resident and non-resident students.
At
P.:•
semester. 'Rates for resident students would go
up to $230 per semester, compared with the
$205 now charged.
In recommending tuition increases, the LFC
said a general revision in tuition has not been
adopted since the 56 fiscal year (1967-68) for
resident students, although non-resident rates
were raised for the 68-69 year.
The Board of Educational Finance (BEF) has
recommended against a tuition increase but
BEF Ext>cutive Secretary Dr. William
McConnell said if general fund appropriations
are substantially reduced below BEF
recommendations, tuition increases would be
nect>ssary. Both the LFC and the State

8:00 & 9:40 p.m.

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

LOBO CAR WASH

WITH 10 GAL. FILL-UP

"S~ciete

'\

268-4589
.
Color Available

AS A PAN AM
like people, like
a knowledge of a
becoming a
World
will be

WANTED: male vocalist to
grocp, Call 256-0160. 1/9
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"Serious Doubt"
in that category to UNM' but this should
Heady said Cargo would probably be handled on a case by case basis."
introduce the bill dealing with the
Express Concern
obstruction of public buildings to the
The recommendation came about after
special session of the legislature, but
Heady added, "It is my understanding some members of the investigating
that the governor has serious doubts committee expressed concern that Brian
about the constitutionality of the witness Gratton, a student expelled from Denver
University for his part in a sit-down
immunity bill."
The witness immunity bill would demonstration, was admitted to UNM
enable the state to secure vital where he subsequently participated in
information in criminal prosecutions, student demonstrations during the "Love
particularly in drug abuse cases, in return Lust Poem" controversy.
for granting the testifying party
Heady said the administration could
"respond" to a recommendation asking
immunity from prosecution.
In reference to a recommendation the universities to examine their
which seeks to deny admission to UNM administrative structures and clarify the
to any student who has been suspended duties of the various administ:rative
from another institution for disciplinary officers. -He said the re-evaluation of
reasons (applicable only during the year existing committees at UNM should be
of the suspension) Heady said, "As a primarily the concern of faculty and
general rule, we would not admit students students.

Buck1s TV Rentals

l;.~U~WMEISTER-holrls

EMPLOYl\lENT

Heady said he was hesitant to
comment on the report "in detail"
because he didn't think such comment
would "serve any purpose,"
Heady said it was his understanding
that neither the governor nor the state
police chief wanted jurisdiction over
campus security fo:rces on the state's
seven campuses. One of the
recommendations in the report asked that
all campus security forces be placed
under the direct control of the state
police.
"The recommendation that a
representative from the dist:rict attorney's
office be present at all Boards of Regents'
meetings and the recommendation for
placing campus security forces under the
jurisdiction of the state police apparently
came out of what the committee heard
from law enforcement officials in
executive session," Heady said.

NEV\1
MEXICO

The Truth

MISCELLANEOUS

UNM President Ferrel Heady said last
week that although the Joint Legislative
Universities Investigating Committee
report "wasn't as antagonistic as it could
have been, it certainly didn't promote a
great deal of understanding" between the
state's universities and the public.
"Considering the circumstances under
which the investigating committee was
formed, and considering the views of
some of the members of the committee, I
think it is a relatively reasonable and
acceptable report," Heady said.
The report, presented to Gov. David F.
Cargo on Jan. 8, includes 15
recommendations and four legislative bills
formulated after an eight month
investigation of the state's universities.
The investigation focused on UNM and
was the product of the highly-emotional
"Love Lust" flap on campus last spring.

$1.oo a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
'Lower Montblv Rnte

!iee-256-1G04. 2/2

7~~ gnllon keg,
t"<:.tl)Pcrtone, 20 lb. carbon dioxjdc, works
urot. $150.00. 242-9o49. 1/9
l>l'\" COPYING MACHINE, Lo1v cost, in
r-·od condition & warranty. Alter 6 p.m.
~65-0034. 2/6
P! ~YBOY, Newswec', Time nn•' many
•• ~.her subJcriptions at dtUdt:n~ d. .,~11nts.
l• rom campus reps through American
!<~nk of Commerce in SUB. 1/9
1:,;;; BULTACO, 1\tetrnlla, 250 cc. needs
t•aint job. $300, 242-4117. 1/9
Nh. 'iV VW all transistor radio. $15. Cnll
.344-3664 after 6 p.m.
Gil!-)TCH GUITAR-0~00 value. First $375
takes it. 247-0055 after 6. 1/9
NEW HI-POINT Davis tennis racket. Ind•Jdes cover, tennis balls. $20. Call 277~h51. 1/9

"It's all, as 'Mad Comics' would have it, 'humor in the jugular
vein.' It has the raucous truth of a cry from the balcony or the
bleachers. There's vigor in this vulgarity. 'Putney Swope' is a kind
of 'Laugh-In' for adults."
-Richard Schickel, Life Magazine

Heady Considers Report 'Acceptable'

RENT-A-TV-

to campus. Reliablc-exPedc.iced. Dissertations-Term Papers. Pren-

T~PING-olose

5;

Up Mad·son Ave

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson, $14
l>r. after. Lee Mason. 261-4689.
URGENTLY need ride to San Antonio,
Laredo or vicinity for semester brenk.
Will share expenses. Call Cindy 242-2481
after 6 :30 p.m.
FREE PUPPIES t Mixed breed, good deal.
Call 242-8914 after 6. Free delivery.

Joint Legislative Universities Investigation

their university and carried it off like
itinerant peddlers and set it down again
where they pleased.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

---~-------~__,...,..-,1

Friday, January 9, 1970

There are moods when I look back
wistfully at the good old medieval times
when students set up and ran their own
university, employed and fired the faculty,
played fast and loose with authorities, and
when things got too hot tor them, packed

RA,TES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ( $1.40) per time run. If nd is to
159, afternoons prcferabl)' or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbQque,que, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
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u·s .Funding

SONGS 6Y

ANO

&9 p.m.

.

SANTA FE-The New Mexico
legislature can be expected to
use funds as a lever again this
session to force correction of
problems in . colleges and
universities which the legislature
feels need attention.
Sen. William Sego,
R·Bernalillo, said Jan. 28 he
feels initial consideration of
fun ding for universities,
including UNM, should be based
on need, but he said other
factors should be considered
later if it becomes necessary.
"The budget should be
considered first on the basis of
the financial asistance needed
with no other factors included,"
Sego said.
Other Factors
However, he said he Jleels sure •
othe:r factors will enter the
picture when budgets for some
institutions of higher learning
are considered later this week by
joint House and_ Senate finance
committees. He said more
information regarding problems
at UNM undoubtedly will be
revealed · by · the legislature's

Universities Investigating
Committee during this session,
and this information will have a
bearing on budget decisions.
"In the event that the
legislature finds there are
add i tiona! problems at the
different universities which have
not received full attention of
university officials, it's our
responsibility to look into those
matters and see if it's a lack of
funds causing the problems or a
lack of responsibility on the part
of university officals," Sego said.
He said if the legislature feels
university officials haven't met
their responsibility, "then it
behooves the members of the
finance committees to take the
appropriate steps to correct the
situation through the leverage of
finances."
Continues Study
The Universities Investigating
Committee, headed by
democratic senator I.M. Smalley
of Deming, is continuing its
university study throughout the
current 30-day session, and Sego
said he expects further

information to come out of the
committee during this session.
"I can assure you tht>re will be
some additional information
brought out, but there are other
areas the investigating
committee is looking into and I
expect we won't have any of
that until next session," Sego
said.
Joint sessions of the House
and Senate finance committees
have been set aside Thursday
and Friday, Feb. 5 and 6, for
consideration of higher
education budgets.
Requests Funds
The UNM administration has
requested a state general fund
appropriation of a little more
than $22 million, but none of
the three different government
bodies making funding
recommendations this year have
come close to meeting the
request.
The Board of Educational
F i n a n 'c e
( BE F ) h a s
recommended a general fund
appropriation for UNM of $18,2
million, a part of the total $41

million recommended by BEF
for all higher education in New
Mexico.
Both the State Department of
Finance and Administration
( D FA) and the Legislative
Finance Committee (LJ<'C) are
well under the BEF
recommendations. The DFA has
recommended a general fund
appropriation of $17.1 million,
while the LFC has l'ecommended
almost $17.2 million for UNM,
marking one of the rare times
that the LFC has given a higher
recommendation than the
executive department.
Budgat recommendations for
higher education Thursday and
Friday will be made in general areas with few specific
prasentations on individual
institutions. Dr. William
McConnell, executive secretary
of the BEF, ,will make the
presentations.
The only specific' discussion
scheduled on UNM will involve
the School of Medicine. That
presentation will be Thursday
afternoon.
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